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Two-dimensional calculation of eddy currents on external conducting walls
induced by low- n external modes
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The results of two-dimensional calculations of eddy currents induced on external conducting walls
surrounding a tokamak are reported. The computed eddy currents are generated by low-n (n
51,2,3) external ideal-magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities. For a given toroidal mode
number n the eddy current patterns are found to be very similar in a variety of plasma
configurations, e.g., different edge safety factors and different plasma–wall separation distances, in
high beta plasmas. This result is promising for the design of active feedback coils for the
stabilization of the resistive wall mode. Also, the effects of having a partial wall that has a poloidal
gap on the outboard side are considered. Using the expected gap size in the proposed Korea
Superconducting Tokamak Advanced Research~KSTAR! @‘‘The KSTAR tokmak,’’ in Proceedings
of the 17th Symposium on Fusion Engineering, San Diego, 1997~Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, New York, in press!, Paper No. O3.1#, the calculation shows that active coils
mounted behind the partial walls~the KSTAR passive plates! cover an adequate portion of the eddy
current dominant region, enabling feedback stabilization. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ideal external kink mode is widely considered to
one of the plasma-beta-limiting instabilities in present d
tokamaks, and represents a major limiting factor for a
vanced regimes such as the reversed shear mode.1 The insta-
bility is easily stabilized if an ideal perfectly conducting wa
is placed close enough to the plasma.2 However, since the
actual wall is resistive, the ideal external kink mode is n
completely stabilized and instead transforms into the re
tive wall mode~RWM!.3,4 Then the instability would grow
on anL/R time scale with the helical flux loss through th
wall, fairly slow compared to the typical fast magnetohydr
dynamic ~MHD! time scale. This is still a major concern
especially for long-pulse high-beta operations in future
vanced machines such as the proposed Korea Supercon
ing Tokamak Advanced Research~KSTAR!5 and the Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER!.6

Several schemes for the stabilization of the mode have b
proposed, e.g., stabilization by a strong toroidal rotation
plasma with the inclusion of a damping mechanism.7 An-
other way to stabilize this mode, which may be more reac
relevant, is to install a system of active feedback coils
association with the external wall.8,9 The function of the
feedback system is to compensate for the helical flux los
a two-dimensional manner, and to sustain the ideal M
~with ideal wall! external mode-induced flux pattern a
closely as possible until the mode is stabilized. Therefore,

a!Electronic mail: dylee@yebbi.kaist.ac.kr
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the successful implementation of such a system, it is es
tial to study the two-dimensional patterns of eddy curre
induced on the external conducting wall.10 In this work, we
have done such calculations using thePEST-VACUUM

code.10,11 The calculations involve the ideal-MHD low-n
(n51,2,3) external modes. Also, the calculations cover va
ous physical situations such as different safety factorq pro-
files, different plasma–wall separation distances, conduc
walls with and without an outboard side gap, and differe
plasma shapes. From the viewpoint of utilizing this meth
there are two major issues that we wish to consider in
paper:~i! Is it possible to design a robust system of acti
feedback coils that would be effective in a variety of plasm
configurations?; and~ii ! what is the effect of a poloidal gap
in a partial wall?

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the phy
cal interpretations on the computed eddy current are p
sented. Then, in Sec. III, we discuss the effects of inco
plete, partial walls with an outboard~toroidally continuous!
poloidal gap. Some relevant discussions and summary
presented in Sec. IV.

II. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF EDDY CURRENT
PATTERNS

In this section, we wish to demonstrate that the induc
eddy current patterns inhigh b, D-shaped, finite aspect ratio
plasmas are similar in various physical conditions such
different edgeq values and wall distances. This is importa
since it promises a simple design for the feedback coil s
tem that will be effective over a wide range of discharg
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We consider the situation where the plasma is comple
surrounded by a conformal wall, i.e. a wall with the sam
shape as the plasma at a uniform distance,b. The wall in the
PEST-VACUUM code is taken to be perfectly conducting. T
eddy currents in such an ideal wall are induced by lown,
n51,2,3, ideal-MHD external kink instabilities.~This eddy
current will, of course, decay away on anL/R time scale in
the actualresistivewall, leading to the RWM. A smart sys
tem consisting of the active feedback coils plus the resis
walls that can sustain the eddy current pattern should st
lize the RWM.! Calculations include different plasma shap
as well as different aspect ratio,R/a, plasmas. Given a par
ticular shape of plasma and a toroidal mode number,n, cal-

FIG. 1. ~a! A plot of (m2nq)jm , which is proportional to the norma
component of the perturbed magnetic field on the plasma surface, for
ferent poloidal harmonic numberm. A circular shape plasma is considere
in which qedge51.9, R/a5100, andb50.001%.~b! Display of eddy cur-
rents in theu-f plane of the conformal wall. The eddy current is induced
an n51 external instability.
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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culations are performed for equilibria with differentq pro-
files. We also consider various distances between the pla
and the stabilizing wall.

A. Circular, nearly zero b, very large aspect ratio
case

We first consider a plasma of a circular cross sect
with a very large aspect ratio,R/a5100. The plasma beta i
nearly zero,b50.001%.~Hereafter,b is given in %.! This
plasma mimics the conventional cylindrical limit, and we c
study purely current-driven kink modes. We present t
cases with differentqedge values. Calculations are done fo
the n51 external kink instability.

In the first caseqedge51.93, and an external wall is
placed atb50.3a from the plasma surface. Figure 1~a! plots
(m2nq)jm , which is proportional to the normal compone

if-
FIG. 2. ~a! The same plot as in Fig. 1~a!, but for a different circular plasma
whereqedge53.78,R/a5100, andb50.001%.~b! The same plot as in Fig.
1~b!.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~a! The same plot as in Fig. 1~a!, but for the circular plasma, where
qedge53.95,R/a5100, andb50.08%.~b! The same plot as in Fig. 1~b!. ~c!
A plot of the perturbed vacuum scalar potential along the poloidal direc
in the wall, xm , for several majorm components,m55 – 8 ~dotted lines!,
and the totalx ~solid line!. Only the real part is plotted.
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of the perturbed magnetic field on the plasma surface.
expected, them52 contribution is absolutely dominant o
the plasma surface. Shown in Fig. 1~b! is the induced eddy
current pattern on the wall. It clearly shows them52 poloi-
dal harmonic structure.

Similar calculations are done for a different equilibriu
whereqedge53.78. The wall is placed at the same distan
b50.3a. With the change inqedgethe dominantm is now 4.
As before, Fig. 2~a! shows the perturbed magnetic field o
the plasma surface, and Fig. 2~b! shows the correspondin
eddy pattern on the wall. Again, we note that the wall
sponse is consistent with the plasma surface perturbatio
m54 is the only dominant harmonic in both the plasm
surface and the wall.

It is clear that the eddy response in the wall is det
mined by qedge values, and is consistent with the plasm
surface motion, in the nearly zerob, very large aspect ratio
circular plasma. This is, in fact, consistent with what may
obtained from an analytical calculation using the conv
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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tional low b large aspect ratio cylindrical limit.

B. Finite b effect

We next consider the effect of finiteb. As before the
plasma shape is circular, and the aspect ratio is 100.
plasmab is, however, increased by a factor of nearly 10
i.e., b50.08, andqedge53.95. Then51 external kink with
the wall distance of 0.3a is considered.

Figure 3~a! shows the perturbed magnetic field on t
plasma surface in whichm55 and 6 are now major con
tributors. Figure 3~b! displays the induced eddy current pa
tern on the wall. In contrast to the result of Fig. 2 of th
previous section, the pattern around the inboard midpl
has nearly disappeared. Also, inside the eddy current do
nant region, it appears to have the poloidal structure w
lower periodicity than what one would expect from the su
face perturbation@Fig. 3~a!#. This is due to the finiteb
ballooning-like effect. Figure 3~c! displays the scalar poten
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Dow
FIG. 4. ~a! A plot of (m2nq)jm on the surface of the D shaped plasm
where qedge55.5, R/a53.6, b54.3%, andbn54.5. ~b! A display of the
eddy current. Also sketched is the plasma surrounded by the confo
wall. The eddy dominant region is marked to be fromb to 2b, as indicated
by the arrows.~c! A plot of xm for several majorm components~dotted
lines! and the totalx ~solid line! along the poloidal direction on the wall.
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tial response on the wall,xm , for several major-contributing
m components,m55 – 8, as well as the totalx. Here the
magnetic field in the vacuumBv5“x, and the induced eddy
current on the wall are computed byK5n3“xwall .

10 Thex
is the sum over contributions from allm components. The
amplitudes of eachm component all decay away from th
outboard midplane along the poloidal direction. This wip
out the contributions in the inboard region, and the net re
is that the totalx is left with seemingly lower harmonic
structure within the eddy dominant region. This kind of e
fect is easily expected to be more significant in much hig
b deformed plasmas, as discussed in Sect. II D.

C. Finite aspect ratio effect

We have also considered cases where the aspect rat
the circular plasma is as low as 3.6. In order to see the ef
nloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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purely from the aspect ratio, however, the plasmab is kept to
be nearly zero. The computed eddy current due ton51 ex-
ternal instability has showed some ballooning-like effect d
to the reduced aspect ratio. The effect, however, has
peared to be much less significant than that of finiteb.

D. D-shaped, high b tokamak plasma

Now we turn to the realistic case where there exist
multaneously both effects due to the finiteb and aspect ratio.
In the computaion results presented below, the plasma
shaped with an elongation of 1.8 and triangularity of 0.5
the 95% flux surface, and has an aspect ratio of 3.6 wit
major radius,R51.8 m, and a minor radius,a50.5 m. This
plasma is, in fact, consistent with the proposed KSTA
plasma.5 We have computed eddy currents in various situ
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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tions in very highb regimes. In particular, these includ
various safety factor profilesq(c) and plasma–wall separa
tion distances. We have found that for a givenn number, all
patterns of the calculated eddy current have remarkably
same structure. The interpretation similar to that in Sec. I
is given as follows.

Figure 4~a! shows (m2nq)jm againstm on the surface
of a plasma in whichqedge55.5 andb54.3 (bn54.5). An
n51 mode is considered. The plot reflects the contributio
from variousm components,m510 or so being the domi
nant. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, the corresponding eddy curren
is induced mostly around the outboard side due to the str
ballooning nature in the deformed high beta equilibrium. T
eddy dominant region in the external wall is marked to
from b to 2b in the figure, and the wall is placed atb/a
50.5. This ballooning nature is clearly seen in Fig. 4~c!,
which plotsxm for several majorm components as well a
the total x along the poloidal direction on the wall. As i
Sec. II B, allm components on the wall largely decay aw
from the outboard midplane along the poloidal directio
This results in the periodic behavior of the totalx with an
effective poloidal wave numbermeff.1.5 inside the eddy
dominant region bto 2b. This is found to be always the
case in all of our calculations for differentq profiles, differ-
ent plasma–wall separation distances, etc. The eddy cu
shown in Fig. 5 is another example induced by ann51
mode in a different plasma in whichqedge53.86 andb57.8
(bn56). This calculation uses the same wall distance,b/a
50.5. ~The choice of this particular wall distance is som
what arbitrary, but the eddy patterns for different wall d
tances, in fact, remain nearly the same.! The eddy pattern in
Fig. 5 is nearly identical to that of Fig. 4~b! in their helicities
as well as in the poloidal extent.

What we call here theballooning effectis therefore re-
sponsible for all eddy current patterns being so similar
various situations in highb deformed plasmas.

We have also done similar calculations forn52 and 3
modes. In some cases, these modes can be more uns

FIG. 5. A similar display of the eddy current for the D-shaped plasma,
whereqedge53.86,R/a53.6, b57.8%, andbn56. The eddy dominant re-
gion is marked to be fromb to 2b.
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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than then51 mode. We present two examples in Fig. 6 a
Fig. 7 that correspond ton52 and 3 cases, respectivel
Computations are done for the same equilibrium as in Fig
using the same wall distance of 0.5a. Again, the patterns
have well-defined helicities. In addition, a higher-n mode has
a slightly smaller poloidal extent in the current coverage th
that of the lower-n mode. Figures 6~b! and 7~b! show the
scalar potentialx on the wall for@Fig. 6~b!# the n52 case
and @Fig. 7~b!# the n53 case, respectively. We notice th
the ballooning effect in then52 and n53 cases is even
stronger than then51 case.

III. EFFECT OF PARTIAL WALL

In the previous section, we have observed the rema
ably systematic structure in eddy current responses. Th
due to the strong ballooning nature on the outboard side
high b plasmas. On the other hand, the external conduc
walls in present day devices, both vacuum vessel and pas

t

FIG. 6. ~a! A plot of the eddy current induced by ann52 mode for the
plasma of Fig. 5.~b! A plot of the real and imaginary parts ofx for the n
52 case along the poloidal direction on the wall.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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plates, necessarily allow some vacuum gap for the acces
neutral beam ports and other diagnostics near the outb
midplane, where the same ballooning effect is most sign
cant. The amount of the external conducting material on
outboard side is crucial in achieving highb plasma by the
feedback control of the external mode. The sufficient amo
of the passive wall should be located close enough to
plasma so that the ideal external kink mode can first tra
form itself into the RWM branch. This is particularly tru
and important for the reverse shear mode.2 Then a successfu
feedback system of active coils, for example, will stabili
the RWM, enabling the access to the highb kink-stable
plasma. Therefore, a study of the outboard gap effect is
sential. We have studied such effects using thePEST-VACUUM

code for the KSTAR plasmas. The partial wall used in t
simulation has a toroidally continuous poloidal gap on
outboard side. We have considered the various gap sizes
plasma–wall separation distances.

FIG. 7. ~a! A plot of the eddy current induced by ann53 mode for the
plasma of Fig. 5.~b! A plot of the real and imaginary parts ofx for the n
53 case along the poloidal direction on the wall.
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Figure 8 shows the eddy current on a partial wall
duced by ann51 mode instability in a KSTAR plasma with
qedge53.86. The outboard gap size in this partial wall is re
tively small. Consequently, the wall covers the most poloi
portion of the outboard region as much as a complete c
formal wall would do. However, this gap size may not
realistic for the access of the neutral beam port and o
diagnostics.

To be realistic, we now double the size of the gap.
fact, this gap size is roughly consistent with that of the p
sive plates in the proposed KSTAR tokamak. Figure 9 d
plays the eddy current induced by then51 mode on such a
partial wall. The eddy current dominant region is now mo

FIG. 8. A display of the eddy current induced on the partial wall by ann51
mode for the plasma of Fig. 5. The eddy dominant region along the polo
direction is indicated by the arrows.

FIG. 9. The same display as in Fig. 9, but the gap size in the partial wall
been doubled.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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limited, as indicated by the arrows in the figure. Howev
the expected design of the KSTAR5 is that the passive plate
will sufficiently cover the same eddy dominant region. A
other way to look at the wall coverage matter is given in F
10. Plotted in the figure is the normal component amplitu
of the perturbed vacuum field that would arise due to thn
51 plasma motion if there were placed no external wall. T

FIG. 10. A plot of the normal component amplitude of the perturbed m
netic field that would arise if there were placed no external wall. The
culation is done for then51 mode of Fig. 9, and plotted along the poloid
direction on a virtual fake wall at 0.3a.

FIG. 11. A plot ofbn limits for the toroidal numbern of 1–5 in the KSTAR
reversed shear mode. The gap size used for the partial wall~placed at 0.2a!
is consistent with that of the KSTAR passive plates. The stability limits
the no wall case as well as for the high-n ballooning are indicated as ‘‘no
wall’’ and ‘‘balloon,’’ respectively.
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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plot represents the calculation along the poloidal direction
a virtual fake wall. An ideal complete conformalwall, if
placed at the same position as the virtual wall, would gen
ate the eddy current to exactly cancel out the normal m
netic field predicted in Fig. 10. Thepartial wall of Fig. 9 or
the KSTAR passive plates~assuming the perfect conductiv
ity! covering the region,a(2a) to b(2b), will function in
the same way, except in the vacuum gap region, where
eddy current flows.

In order to see the effectiveness of the partial wall
stabilizing the highb external kink, we have done an exte
sive stability analysis in the KSTAR plasma. The analy
has taken into account the profile optimizations of press
and current density along with the bootstrap current ali
ment requirement.2 The KSTAR passive plates have bee
simulated using the partial wall shape of Fig. 9 and ag
assumed to be perfectly conducting. Stability to then
51 – 5 modes as well as the high-n ballooning has been
tested. Figure 11 summarizes the results for the reverse s
equilibria. Without the external wall, theb limit is bn52.5
set by then51 ideal kink mode. Placing the partial wall a
0.2a, which is roughly the present design point, we find t
substantial improvement inb limit that the ideal low-n
modes can be stabilized at abn value of up to 5 in the
reverse shear equilibria. The region betweenbn52.5 ~no
wall! andbn55 ~ideal partial wall! corresponds to the RWM
regime. Therefore, the predictedb limits with the ideal wall
can only be achieved if the RWM is stabilized by the fee
back control. We have also calculated the effects of vary
the gap size as well as the plasma–wall separation dista

-
l-

r

FIG. 12. A plot of thebn limits for the n51 mode in the KSTAR reverse
shear equilibria over a range of the vacuum gap size at three diffe
plasma–wall separation distances. The half-gap angle is in units of deg
and is defined to increase away from the outboard midplane along the
loidal direction.
license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Figure 12 shows the results for then51 mode in the reverse
shear equilibria. It shows the obvious trend that theb limit
decreases as the gap size and/or the separation distan
creases. It appears that both the plasma–wall separation
tance and the gap size are equally important. In both rega
the wall coverage by the KSTAR passive plates is adequ
enough to stabilize the ideal-MHD high-b external modes,
transforming the modes into the RWM branch. It seems
equate to utilize the feedback coils behind such pas
plates to further stabilize the RWM.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The RWM grows as a modified ideal kink due to th
finite resistivity of the external walls. In order to study th
feasibility of implementing an integrated feedback syst
~resistive walls plus active coils! for the RWM control, we
have considered the following two major issues. First,
major function of the active coils is to make the integrat
feedback system act like an ideal wall. Then, such an in
grated system should be able to sustain the eddy current
tern as closely as possible that an ideal external kink m
would generate on an ideal wall, until the mode is stabiliz
Theoretical examination of such eddy currents in ideal w
is useful, and thus will guide the design of the active c
system for the RWM control. In this paper, we have repor
thePEST-VACUUM code result of the eddy current on extern
conducting walls induced by low-n external ideal MHD in-
stabilities. We have found an important new result that, fo
given toroidal mode numbern, all the calculated eddy cur
rent patterns in highb deformed plasmas are remarkab
similar in various physical conditions, including differe
safety factor profiles and plasma–wall separation distan
This is due to the strong ballooning effect in highb de-
formed plasmas, which wipes out the wall responses a
from the outboard midplane along the poloidal directio
This observation makes it possible to design the feedb
coil system in a robust, not too complicated, way for t
RWM stabilization: A fixed set of coils can cover variou
conditions such as variousqedgedischarges, etc.

Second, a prerequisite to achieve the highb external
kink-stable plasma by the feedback control with the in
grated feedback system is that the ideal highb external kink
first needs to be slowed down to a sufficiently longer tim
scale. This requires the sufficient amount of the passive
terial with the sufficient proximity to the plasma surfac
particulary on the outboard side. For the realistic partial w
that has a vacuum, toroidally continuous, poloidal gap on
Downloaded 30 Dec 2004 to 198.35.4.169. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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outboard side, it is thus important to ensure that the size
the gap is not too large. Our calculations have include
practical and realistic case by taking the relevant parame
from the proposed KSTAR tokamak. It appears that the p
tial walls, the closely fitted passive plates in the KSTA
stabilize the low-n ideal modes in very highb equilibria:bn

of up to 5 is found to be stable in the reverse shear equ
rium, assuming the wall is ideal. Indeed, the KSTAR pass
plates cover the sufficient portion of the eddy dominant d
main. The predictedb limits can only be achieved if the
RWM is stabilized, of course. The external windings of t
feedback coils behind such external walls will be very fe
sible for the RWM control.
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